GRAND GUYOT POND
FISHING RULES
These internal rules must allow everyone to practice fishing in peace, while
respecting the calm of the place, the surrounding nature, and the well-being of
the fish. Any person who does not comply with these rules will be excluded
from the Pond.
The Etang of the Grand Guyot is owned by Mr and Mrs MEURANT (SCI du
Grand Guyot). Only the Meurant Family and their guests are authorized to fish
there, as well as the tenants of the Gîtes les Bottrais.
Fishing is in NO KILL: release the fish, after taking a photo!!
Swimming is not allowed.
Fishing is permitted year-round.
Fishing hours: ½ hour before sunrise and up to ½ hour after sunset.
4 fishing rods maxi/pers. If you are away from the fishing station, you must take
the rods out of the water. Artificial lures allowed (swimming-fish, spoon,… )
with crushed pin. No waders, no float-tube.
Cooked seeds and priming allowed.
Mat or basin of reception obligatory wet, landing net and basket. No storage bag
or bucket. Immediate release of the carp, white fish can be kept in an English
basket, then released at the end of fishing.
The catfish, an invasive species, must be destroyed.
Hook without barbs or crush barbs.
Lures must be removed with care and delicacy.
For a hook stuck too deep in the throat, cut the line and put the fish back to the
water.
Dogs are welcome but kept on a leash; the pond is not a place to swim!
Radios are prohibited.
Be careful in stormy weather, carbon rods attract lightning!

Presence of deep ditches : watch children!
Barbecue allowed in the places provided. Take all precautions regarding the risk
of fire, especially in hot, dry and windy weather.
Empty the cold ashes into the container provided.
For the smokers, ashtrays are available at the entrance.
Traffic prohibited for all vehicles around the pond. Anglers and visitors must
leave their vehicle in the carpark. Cyclists must get off their bike.
Toilets are available in the Reception Chalet. Thank you for leaving the place
clean!
Please, take all your waste with you and leave your spot perfectly clean
(especially cigarette butts, capsules, nylon, hooks, dog poop, and all rubbish…).
The glass dumpster is located up the road, next to the town hall.
The Pond is not a place to drink, respect other anglers!
In case of Emergency:
+ 333 84 48 60 08 (Reception Les Bottrais) or 336 48 04 18 58 (Sophie) /
336 75 98 54 71 (John)
18 (Fire fighters)
15 (SAMU)
17 (Gendarmerie)
The SCI du Grand Guyot declines all responsibility in the event of accident or
theft that may occur to anglers, their companions or their equipment.
We are here to help and advise you. Do not hesitate to tell us about any
problems, any comments and suggestions.
We wish you a pleasant fishing experience!
Sophie and John

